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IntuiFace - the new name for IntuiFace Presentation - has already established itself as a digital
signage and presentation software option for those who wishes to create interactive
experiences without writing one line of code

    

More than 200 customers in more than 45 countries use this software to build multi-touch,
remote gesture and input tag-driven applications for the tablet, kiosk, table-top and
wall-mounted device
.

    

For the boardroom and the classroom, the tradeshow and the showroom, the museum, the
store, and even the sales call …Version 4.0 capabilities include:

    

Works with external data: Connect visual elements in your IntuiFace experience with
ever-changing cloud-based data. Always display the latest graphics and info. Make content
changes without requiring a restart.

      

Binds visual and data-driven properties: Mirror properties, trigger parameters and action
parameters. Cascade changes in one source asset to all bound assets including
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appearance-based properties and data.

    

Integrates public and private APIs: Collect user input and exchange it with your own or third
party APIs. Incorporate any business process, from retail point-of-sale to social media, trade
show lead management and academic research.

    

Features New Branding: To capture the expansion of our coverage from presentation creation
to application creation, we have dropped "Presentation" from our software's name and updated
all icons and logos for a fresh start.

    

*Lets users consume new, ready-to-use assets: Incorporate live Twitter and RSS feeds, Flickr
image streams and local weather reports in your experiences with our out-of-the-box assets.
Then create your own assets based on these implementations.

    

Offers a new website and pricing: For Version 4.0 you will find a brand new website,
instructional videos and reduced cost for annual subscription pricing.

    

A host of additional improvements are also available:

        
    -  New “Group” collection. Enable collective resizing of multiple assets at the same time.
Useful for the creation of product cards and data sheets.     
    -  New Text Input asset. Visitors to your IntuiFace experiences can enter data that you can
pass along to 3rd party business services.     
    -  Composer Redesign. Improved color scheme and layout flexibility. Enhanced Space
Content panel for greater clarity. Simplified access to additional asset properties and an all new
"asset binding" panel.     
    -  New properties, triggers and actions. Includes the ability to make assets transparent to
interaction, increase the DPI for pdf's and other displayed documents and display Bing Maps
labels in different languages.   

    

There is a free 21 day trial offering (with 100% of the feature set) that can be on your PC in
minutes. 
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Go IntuiFace 4
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https://myintuiface.intuilab.com/register.aspx

